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Thermal power plants are the most common source of electricity generation 
around the world. To save limited fuel resources and reduce cost of production, 
power plants need to face one of the most fundamental challenges, which is to 
improve electricity generation efficiency. To achieve this goal, engineers need to 
have detailed knowledge of working principles of power plants. Detailed and 
accurate modelling of the entire power generation process is the essential, reliable 
and economic approach to provide necessary information for solving this problem.  
However, thermal power plant is a complex system with several complicated 
subsystems, especially the heat exchanger equipment. Some of these subsystems 
have been studied to determine the reasons for various heat losses or the trends of 
dynamic response. But there has been very little work to develop accurate models 
that can predict the performance of the whole electricity generation process, as 
well as each subsystem, by which the engineers can get insight into these 
subsystems to identify how they influence overall efficiency.  The reasons why 
the overall model is difficult to be built are that the number of parameters that 
affect the accuracy of model is too large, and there are complex interactions 
between various components which are difficult to capture. 
    This thesis presents an accurate modelling method based on thermodynamic 
principles for a cogeneration power plant, which is a kind of thermal power plant 
with higher efficiency, and its implementation on GateCycle platform. Following 
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this method, a complete model for an actual power plant in Singapore (the YTL 
Seraya Unit 30) has been provided as a case study, and accuracy of this model 
under normal working load is determined. The simulation results indicates that the 
difference between plant measurements and model predictions for most 
parameters is less than 3%, which is very satisfactory. Thus, the modelling 
method is considered reliable and accurate, and the built model can be applied for 
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    A power plant, also referred to as a power station, is an industrial facility for 
the generation of electric power. The basic principle of thermal power plants is to 
transfer thermal energy to mechanical power, using generators that convert 
mechanical power into electrical power.  However, heat loss always occurs during 
the processes of energy transfer. In the field of power system, which was given 
attention since last century, several researchers have used various analytical 
methods to reduce heat loss. For example, energy loss and exergy loss were 
analysed on some individual components. Some other researchers even tried to 
build a mathematical model to find the relationship between inputs and outputs of 
subsystems. Definitely, modelling for the whole electricity generation process is 
the most useful and meaningful approach to improve overall efficiency so that 
plants can deliver more economic benefits.    
 
1.1 Background 
There are several types of power stations to satisfy growing demand of 
electricity, which are classified by the source of mechanical power such as 
thermal power plant, hydro-electric power station, solar system, nuclear power 
station and wind power plant. However, a thermal power plant (TPP) is the most 
conventional and widely used source of electric power. In the past two years, 
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according to data from Electricity Sector in the United States and India, thermal 
power still contributes more than 60% to electricity generation. TPP is a power 
plant in which the prime mover is steam driven. Water is heated by burned gas, 
turns into steam and spins a steam turbine which finally drives an electrical 
generator [1]. After the steam passes through the turbine, it is condensed in a 
condenser.  
The burned gas is generated by fuel resources. Thus, the costs for the fuel 
resources affect economic benefits of a power plant most. As is known to all, fuel 
resources is non-renewable and the price will increase along with decreasing of 
fuel resource. Besides, to make sustainable development, it is also our 
responsibility to reduce the resource consumption significantly through improving 
technology. However, the efficiency of a conventional TPP, considered available 
energy produced as a percentage of the heating value of the fuel consumed, is 
typically 33% to 48%. Improving TPP efficiency is an irresistible trend in power 
industry nowadays, such as having more efficient configurations design and 
proper operations. To achieve this goal, we need to have detailed knowledge of 
working principle of the whole thermal power plant. 
  
1.2 Process Overview 
To figure out the working principle of TPP in detail, we need to firstly have 
clear idea about the overall electricity generation process. Generally, in a thermal 
power plant, heat generated by fuel gas or fuel oil is converted into mechanical 
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energy, which in turn drives electrical generators. However, considerable amount 
of thermal losses are always present in practical power plants, and the overall 
efficiency becomes very low if the product is produced by the only one form of 
energy.  To solve this problem, cogeneration process is applied in modern TPPs. 
In cogeneration process, heat energy which would have otherwise been wasted, is  
utilized in a secondary process to obtain products such as steam or hot water, 
thereby improving the overall efficiency [2]. The modelling target in this thesis 
also follows this strategy, and uses a cogeneration system to generate both 
electricity and hot steam. Fig 1.1 illustrates the workflow and fundamental 



























Fig 1. 1 Power Plant Schematic Diagram 
 
Generally, a TPP consists of the following subsystems: gas turbine (GT), heat 
recovery steam generator (HRSG), steam turbines (ST), condenser, and generator. 
GT consists of three components which are compressor, combustion chamber and 
turbine. In our system, we have three steam turbines which are classified into high 
pressure steam turbine (HPST), intermediate pressure steam turbine (IPST) and 
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low pressure steam turbine (LPST) according to different inlet steam pressure.  As 
shown in Fig 1.1, compressor, gas turbine, steam turbines and generator are 
connected together by a single shaft (black line). The orange line represents 
flowing air and burned gas. The red line represents hot steam while blue line 
represents cold water. The specific process is as follows: 
1) Air is compressed to higher pressure in the compressor and then flows 
into combustion chamber. 
2) Fuel gas or fuel oil flows into combustion chamber where they mix up 
with air in a certain proportion for burning.  
3) The high temperature and high pressure burned gas flows into turbine to 
drive it and the rotational frequency of single shaft (connected to GT) 
gradually increases.  
4) Exhausted gas from turbine flows into the HRSG and rest thermal energy 
is used to heat the cold water which also flows into the tubes of HRSG so 
that it can be transformed into high pressure and high temperature steam. 
5) A fixed amount steam is extracted out to be sold to customers and the 
rest steam enters three steam turbines according to different pressure. 
STs driven by these steam consequently generates torque. 
6) The generator converts the torque which is generated by both GT and 
STs to electricity steadily.  
7) Low pressure steam leaving LP is condensed and pumped back into 
HRSG with the make-up water as supplement of water so that the entire 




1.3 Literature Review 
    Some researchers have studied how these subsystems influence the efficiency 
of thermal power plant. Yongjun Zhao et al. found that increasing the allowable 
gas pressure drop through the HRSG had a significant effect on total net power, 
combined cycle efficiency and the cost of HRSG [4]. Amir Vosough et al. showed 
the effects of condenser pressure on the power output and thermal efficiency of 
the cycle [5]. Ankur Geete and AI Khandwawala worked on the effect of different 
inlet temperatures on a specific 120MW power plant [6]. Other researchers used 
the energy loss method to analyse where energy loss happens. For example, 
Raviprakash Kurkiya et al. used the first law of thermodynamics to analyse the 
energy loss of some individual components in the whole TPP [7]. S.C.Kaushik et 
al. also provided a review on both energy and exergy analyses of most TPP 
components and gave solution improving efficiency [8]. Since the ratio of energy 
to exergy in a substance can also be considered as an indicator for the 
improvement of the energy efficiency of large scale energy systems, some studies 
found a new path focusing on the exergy loss of the power plant [9]. Genesis 
Murehwa et al. used the exergy analysis method to identify where energy loss 
occurs and which subsystem has the highest percentage of exergy destruction [10]. 
T Srinivas et al. analysed exergy loss in HRSG and gas turbine and found 
optimum pressure ratio for compressor with single pressure (SP), dual pressure 
(DP) and triple pressure (TP) effects in HRSG [11]. Through exergy analysis 
performed on an operating power station at 50MW output, T. Ganapathy et al. 
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obtained the results that over 57% of exergy losses take place within the boiler 
system. Out of this, 42.7% of exergy loss occurs in the combustor only so that the 
combustor required necessary modification to reduce its exergy destructions [12]. 
    However, even though engineers know how the important subsystems affect 
the heat loss of power generation system, it is still difficult for the system to gain 
benefits and save resources without a clear model of the whole plant. Modelling is 
the most reliable and convenient approach for engineers to get insight into the 
process. Changliang Liu et al. presented an overview of modelling of power plant 
and challenges including improvement of model accuracy and online simulation 
[13]. Some researchers mainly focus on building a model for an individual 
component or subsystems of TPP, since modelling the whole plant is complex. 
For instance, Ali Chaibakhsh et al. worked on steam turbine model based on 
energy balance and thermodynamic state conversion for the use of design, 
monitoring and real-time simulations [14]. Meeta Sharma et al. provided a 
thermodynamic analysis of HRSG from spiral fin type to segmented fin type for 
design change. From the results of their paper, we can obtain evaporation 
variation tendency corresponding to related parameters but not rigorous 
mathematical relationship [15]. Lin Gao and Yiping Dai proposed a new linear 
model of fossil fired steam unit for power plant instead of classic linear models. 
The advantage of this new model is higher accuracy compared to the classic 
model. However, the complexity is increased a little and the proposed model also 
only considered boiler [16]. For GT, since GT consists of three components, some 
people packaged them and modelled all of them together such as Willian. I. 
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Romen [17], while others separate the components to build the model one by one 
[18]. H. E. M. A. Shalan presented an overview of existing gas turbine models 
and made comparison among them [19]. S Lu provided a dynamic model for 
some power plant components such as drum and steam turbines with MATLAB. 
The simulation results showed that the trends of these responses were correct but 
they were still lack of comparison with real data to prove its accuracy [20]. 
Qingyu. Zhang constructed a mathematical model of a combined cycle plant. 
However, it mainly focused on gas turbine and simplified the HRSG and ST 
system [21]. Even though some researchers have used simulation tool to model a 
combined cycle power plant, the model predictions are lack of professionality in 
some way. For example, Eni Oko et al. constructed a model of a 500 MW coal-
fired subcritical power plant using software gPROMS which is usually used to 
build and validate steady-state and dynamic models for traditional chemical 
process, petrochemical process and pharmaceutical process [22]. Some important 
parameters were compared with plant measurements and the relative errors was 
acceptable. But the target of the model is a simple power plant with just a few 
heat exchangers and without steam extraction, and it is not concerned about 
efficiency. Besides, since gPROMS is not a professional platform for power plant 
modelling and simulation, the model was not detailed and complex enough for 
engineers to monitor the power plant system. Compared with gPROMS, another 
modelling platform GateCycle is more professional which is specially developed 
for configuration design and performance evaluation of thermal power plant 
systems. Janusz Kotowicz et al. have proved the possibility of using GateCycle 
for building power plants model [23].  
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1.4 Motivations and challenges 
In the above-mentioned research works, energy loss analysis only provides 
information about where losses occur, but did not show how to modify the 
configuration or parameters of the components in detail, to reduce the loss. Other 
studies, which built mathematical models for some individual components to 
identify the relationship between inputs and outputs, are still not helpful for 
operators to know how the components influence each other and have a clear 
understanding of the effects of parameters on system inputs and outputs. Thus, an 
overall model is necessary to predict the output of each component so that plant 
engineers will know fairly well as to how to make improvements in system design, 
configurations and operations. This would then help achieve better plant 
performance and higher electric power generation efficiency. Besides, a complete 
model for the whole process is able to help monitoring condition. Specifically, 
comparison between the performances of model predictions and measurements 
indicates which component may suffer from problems. Therefore, the main 
objective of this work is to introduce a modelling method to build a detailed 
analytical model for a complicated cogeneration power plant, which generates 
both electricity and process steam at the same time.  
However, the toughest problem of modelling the overall process is that the 
power plant system is too complicated and involves a large number of internal 
parameters that need to be tuned. The information of some parameters, such as, 
heat transfer coefficient is not completely available, which leads to additional 
workload because the value of these parameters needs to be evaluated first. 
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Another difficulty is the interaction between subsystems. Thus, the overall model 
is not a simple combination of subsystems models. The principle of energy 
balance and mass balance for the whole system needs to be properly observed 
during the modelling process. 
 
1.5 The scope of the thesis 
In this thesis, the modelling target was a cogeneration power plant with a 
complex HRSG subsystem. The most important parameter of this plant, which is 
fuel gas consumption, cannot be measured in a real-time system. Therefore, it was 
not possible to estimate the overall efficiency of the actual power plant in 
operation. At the same time, only some of the internal parameters were 
measurable, which was not advantageous for engineers to monitor equipment. 
Thus, this thesis introduces an analytical modelling method to build a detailed 
model which can be used to estimate the efficiency, as well as, predict 
unmeasurable data. 
In Chapter 2, we first present theoretical analysis of the electricity generation 
process and each equipment. The plant has a very large number of equipment, and 
they influence each other. As the stream flows through these equipment one by 
one, the output of one equipment determines the inlet condition of the next one. 
For this reason, modelling equations for these components are necessary to be 
provided so that we can identify how these components affect each other and 
guarantee the energy balance of the whole system. As previously mentioned, 
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HRSG is the most complicated part of power plant, especially the preheating 
subsystem. Thus, it is also important to simplify the configuration of HRSG, 
while ensuring the integrity of the developed model at the same time. 
In Chapter 3, the modelling equations obtained through theoretical analysis are 
implemented in a commercially available platform GateCycle, and then used to 
construct the model for a specific cogeneration power plant (Unit 30) of YTL 
Seraya in Singapore as case study. Design data, which is collected from the 
device manufacturer, Siemens, is provided for calculation of the physical size and 
tuning the parameters during the modelling process. The settings of parameters 
will be shown in this chapter in detail. Some of unknown parameters should be 
estimated through trial and error. 
Running the developed model under design mode, we will obtain the model 
predictions. The results are shown in chapter 4. These results have been compared 
to design data to establish the accuracy of the model. However these data are not 
given in this thesis because some of them are commercially protected.   
In Chapter 5, we obtained a set of commissioning data to validate the modelling 
method.  Commissioning data is collected at the time that the whole plant was 
first started and reached steady state. The data is considered as accurate but still 
not complete. Through comparison between all the measurable commissioning 
data and predicted data, especially the inputs and outputs, the accuracy of the 
developed model is validated. For practical application, the model is used to 
predict the plant performance under various operating conditions covering the 
entire range of operation, so that plant engineers can get an insight into the whole 
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process. With the help of this model and extensive simulations, the relationship 
between ambient conditions, system parameters, and power plant efficiency is 
identified. This insight is very useful for plant operators to then develop schemes 
to improve plant efficiency. 
 
In this chapter, we firstly introduced the background information and basic 
workflow of thermal power plant briefly. Then, we reviewed the academic 
achievements in this research area and evaluated the sufficient value of building 
an overall model for thermal power system. Finally, we provided the organization 
of this chapter. In next chapter, we will analyse the subsystems mathematically 





Modelling equations for TPP 
    The electricity generation process of TPP should follow thermodynamics 
principles. A typical combined cycle power plant is usually a combination of 
Brayton cycle and Rankine cycle. Each subsystem of TPP is either heat exchange 
system or working system. Thus, in this chapter, we use basic thermodynamics 
principles to analyse these subsystems and provide model equations so that we 
will get insight of working principles and have a clear mind of the relationship 
between inputs and outputs of these subsystems. 
 
2.1 Thermodynamics principle of combined cycle power plant 
    A combined cycle power plant is usually a combination of Brayton cycle and 
Rankine cycle. The Brayton cycle demonstrates the workings of gas turbine 
engine. A Brayton-type engine consists of three components which are 
compressor, combustion chamber and the turbine as shown in Fig 2.1. An ideal 
Brayton cycle consists of the following working steps: isentropic compression 
process (1-2), isobaric heating process (2-3), isentropic expansion process (3-4), 










Fig 2. 1 A Brayton-type engine (GT) structure 
 
 
Fig 2. 2 The P-V and T-s process diagrams for the ideal Brayton cycle 
 
     
A Rankine cycle is an idealized thermodynamic cycle to predict the 
performance of steam turbine systems, which converts heat into mechanical work, 
as shown in Fig 2.3. The heat is supplied externally to a closed loop. An ideal 
Rankine cycle consists of the following working steps: isentropic compression 
process (3-4), reversible isobaric heating process (4-1), isentropic expansion 













Fig 2. 3 A Typical Rankine cycle 
 
 
Fig 2. 4 T-s process diagram for an ideal Rankine cycle 
 
    The principle of combined cycle is that after completing the cycle of the first 
engine, the working fluid of the first heat engine is still with high energy so that a 
second subsequent heat engine may extract energy from the waste heat. The 
principle is described by Fig 2.5 clearly [25]. The cycle a-b-c-d-a is the Brayton 
cycle, while the cycle 1-2-3-4-1 is the Rankine cycle. During the constant 
pressure process d-a, the exhaust gas in the gas turbine emits heat. Then this heat 
energy is absorbed by feed water, saturated water and super-heated steam in the 
process 1-3. The previous parts show the working principle of a typical CCPP, 
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and the thermodynamics principle of each component is given by following 
subsection. 
 
Fig 2. 5 T-s process diagram for a combined cycle 
 
2.2 Modelling equations of compressor 
    There are two kinds of turbine systems in a cogeneration power plant, say GT 
system and ST system. GT system include three main components which are 
compressor, combustion chamber and the turbine, while ST system includes three 
steam turbines with different steam inlet pressure. A gas compressor is a 
mechanical device that increases the pressure and temperature of gas [24]. Fig 2.6 
is the flow diagram of a compressor unit.  









Assuming that each stage have the same compression ratio . The outlet pressure 
2P  is 
2 1,
kP P                                                    (2.1) 
where 1P  is the inlet air pressure and k is the number of stages. Gas compression 
process in axial-flow turbines is considered as an ideal adiabatic process. 
According to the adiabatic equation constantp













                                               (2.2) 
where 1T   is the inlet air temperature, 2T  is the outlet air temperature, pc is 






  . However, the practical process is non-ideal. Thus, equation (2.2) 














                                             (2.3) 
where c  is compressor polytropic efficiency [26]. Thus, the isentropic 












































,out ish , outh  and inh  are the isentropic outlet enthalpy,  real outlet enthalpy 
and inlet enthalpy, respectively. Actually, when the load need to be changed, the 
plant use inlet guide vanes (IGV), which is to adjust the rotor inlet blade angle for 
flow control so as  to change the inlet fuel and inlet air mass flow.  
 
2.3 Modelling equations of combustion chamber 
    A combustion chamber is an area where the fuel is mixed up with high pressure 
air and burned. Since the compressor outlet air flows into combustion chamber 
directly, compressor outputs are the combustion chamber inputs. Fig 2.7 shows 
the inlet and outlet parameters of combustion chamber.  
Combustor
Fuel gas/Fuel oil
T2, P2, H2 T3, P3, H3
Compressed air Outlet gas
 
Fig 2. 7 Combustion Chamber Process Flow Diagram 
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      (2.5) 
where 0p  is the pressure drop, 01p is combustion chamber inlet pressure, airm is 
air mass flow, 1 is inlet gas density, mA is the cross-sectional area of the chamber, 
R is gas constant, 01T is inlet air temperature of combustion chamber, and PLF is 
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the pressure loss factor, the experienced value of which is 18. According to 
energy balance principle, the following equation holds, 
, ,air air fuel out out idealm h m LHV m h                                   (2.6) 
where 
fuelm , airh , ,out idealh are the fuel gas mass flow, inlet air enthalpy and outlet 
gas enthalpy in ideal case, respectively. LHV is the lower heating value of fuel. 
However, in practice, not all heat generated by burnt fuel can be transformed to 
energy of outlet gas. The expression of combustor efficiency is expressed as, 
,
100%
out out real air air
combustor
fuel






                           (2.7) 
 
2.4 Modelling equations of turbine 
  A turbine in GT system is the place where the high-temperature and high-
pressure gas exhausted from combustion chamber expands to produce a shaft 
work output. The rest energy of exhaust gas can be absorbed by cold water in next 







Fig 2. 8 Turbine of GT system process flow diagram 
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Similar to compressor, assuming that the pressure ratio of gas turbine is Tr , the 
relationship between outlet gas pressure 4P  and inlet gas pressure 3P  is described 







                                                     (2.8)  
The expansion process in gas turbine is usually considered as an adiabatic process. 
According to the adiabatic equation constantp














                                           (2.9) 
where 3T  is the gas turbine inlet temperature, 4T  is the gas turbine outlet 
temperature, 
pgc  is specific heat at constant pressure for exhaust gas, vgc  is 






  . Actually, the 
practical process is non-ideal. The relationship between temperature and pressure 


















                                       (2.10) 
where T  is gas turbine polytropic efficiency. Unlike the definition of 
compressor isentropic efficiency, the isentropic efficiency of turbine is defined as 
the ratio between the actual enthalpy difference and the ideal enthalpy difference 
[28]. The expression of isentropic efficiency is                                                                  
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A steam turbine is a device which extracts thermal energy from superheated 
steam to do mechanical work and drive an electric generator. The principle of 
steam turbine is similar to turbine of GT system. The only difference is the 
working fluid of latter one is burned gas while the working fluid of ST is steam. 
The model equations of turbine of GT system and steam turbine are same. 
 
2.5 Modelling equations of HRSG 
A heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) is an energy recovery heat exchanger 
that recovers heat from a hot gas stream and produces steam that can be used to 
drive a steam turbine. A typical HRSG always consists of three major components: 
superheater, evaporator, and economizer. Fig 2.9 shows the structure of HRSG of 


























































Fig 2. 9 HRSG Process Flow Diagram 
 
Basically, these components are different forms of heat exchanger. For each 
component, the hot side is GT exhausted gas, while the cold side is feed water, 
saturated water or superheated steam. The number of transfer units (NTU) method 
is introduced to build the model in GateCycle. The NTU method equations are 
shown as follows [29-30]. The number of transfer units can be calculated by 
,h c
h ph c pc
KA KA
NTU and NTU
m c m c
                          (2.12) 
where K is overall transfer coefficient, A is surface area, hm  is hot side mass flow, 
cm  is cold side mass flow, phc  is specific heat at constant pressure of hot side 
fluid and 
pcc  is specific heat at constant pressure of cold side fluid, respectively. 
The hot side heat capacity ratio RhC  and cold side heat capacity ratio RcC  are 
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h ph c pc
Rh Rc
c pc h ph
m c m c
C and C
m c m c
                              (2.13) 
For a given geometry, the hot side effectiveness 𝜀 can be calculated using 
correlations in terms of the heat capacity ratio and the number of transfer unit. 
The hot side effectiveness h  and cold side effectiveness c  of a counter-current 
flow heat exchanger are calculated with: 
[ (1 ) ]
[ (1 ) ]
[ (1 ) ]
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Similarly, the effectiveness of a parallel flow heat exchanger is calculated with: 
[ (1 ) ]
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The definition of effectiveness   is the ratio between the actual heat transfer rate 




  . 
Specifically, the hot side effectiveness h  and cold side effectiveness c  are 
defined as 
 1 2 2 1
1 1 1 1
,h c
T T t t
and





                           (2.16) 
where 1t and 1T  are the cold side and hot side inlet temperature, respectively, 
which are known parameters. 2t  and 2T are the cold side and hot side outlet 
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temperature, which can be finally worked out. The efficiency expression of each 




out cold in cold







                                  (2.17) 
Dividin the sum of the enthalpy change of each component by the enthalpy 
change of GT exhausted change, the efficiency for the whole HRSG will be 















                                (2.18)  
    In this chapter, we analysed the components of power plant through basic 
thermodynamic principles and provided the modelling equations to calculate 
temperature and pressure of outlet stream according to inlet conditions. Through 
these equations, we found out the necessary input parameters which should be 
collected from power plant for modelling. In next chapter, the modelling method 







Development of cogeneration power plant model  
Even though the modelling equations of subsystems of power plant is provided 
by last chapter, the real system is much more complicated than an ideal model 
with several equations. The frictional loss of gas or liquid stream when it flows 
into tubes, the pressure drop and the leakage should be considered for the whole 
model to make sure the accuracy. Another difficulty is that the properties of steam 
and gas always change. For example, the pressure affects the saturation point. The 
temperature and pressure influence the enthalpy. The model needs to refer to the 
gas or steam table over and over again for calculation. To solve these problems, 
we choose to use the simulation platform GateCycle for modelling cogeneration 
power plant, because this is the most professional modelling platform in power 
area which is able to accurately predict the performance of combined cycle plants, 
simple cycle plants, fossil boiler plants, cogeneration systems, combined heat-
and-power plants, and many other energy systems. It is convenient for users to 
construct a model of power plant since the platform has imported tables under 
different standards and also provided integrated equipment icon for maximum 
imitation of the real system. However, one coin has two sides. The platform 
involves at least 20 parameters to tune for each main equipment icon to mimic 
different situations furthest and it is very sensitive to mass balance, energy 
balance and pressure variation which guarantee the accuracy of the model but 
enhance difficulty and workload of achieve one GateCycle model for an 
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essentially complex cogeneration power plant. The mass of parameters of the 
GateCycle model could be classified into four main categories, which are 
equipment parameters (EP), operating conditions (OC), task settings (TS), free-
design parameters (FDP) and self-adaption parameters (SAP). RV is determined 
by the equipment itself such as the configuration, size, material or some other 
parameters closely related to above-mentioned features, which cannot be changed 
once the equipment is fixed. EP could be obtained from the manual of each 
equipment. The circumstances, such as ambient conditions, make-up water 
conditions and output power, which are required for the proper functioning of a 
component, circuit, device, piece of equipment, or system are called OC. TS are 
the desired value of parameters in the specific condition. In GateCycle, when the 
task settings are provided for design case, some unknown equipment parameters 
would be figured out so that the model could be constructed. A few parameters 
which are the inputs of the model but cannot be found in manual will be free 
designed. In most of time, these parameters almost have no effects on the 
performance of model. For some parameters, even though we designed them 
freely, the model will recalculate them so that the cycle calculations could be 
converged, which we called SAP. Following sections will illustrate the modelling 
method and influential parameters under this platform step by step. However, 
since the measurements of design case which we used to build model are 
commercially confidential data, the published e-thesis will hide these data. To 
obtain these data and study the proposed modelling method in detail, please refer 
to original thesis. 
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3.1 Introduction of GateCycle 
GateCycle of General Electric is a PC-based platform which is used for design 
and performance evaluation of thermal power plant systems at both design and 
off-design points. Design cases establish the operating characteristics and physical 
specifications, while off-design cases predict the performance of a fixed plant 
design as conditions change. Generally, power plant has a DCS system which 
shows the real manufacture process of each equipment in detail and controls the 
whole system. For example, T3000 is a kind of DCS which is used in our plant. 
Fig 3.1 is the workflow scheme of the whole plant from T3000 system. From 
DCS system, we will find out how the equipment connect to each other. The pipe 
line is much more complex than ideal case. The GateCycle model has to follow 
the DCS system, which can represent configuration of real cogeneration power 
plant, as close as possible to guarantee the accuracy as shown in Fig 3.2. In 
GateCycle, the dark blue line represent water channel, while the light blue line is 
steam channel. The model is sensitive to the phase of water. If the light blue line 
(steam signal) is connected to the port received water signal, it will cause an error.  
The red thick line is the gas channel and other icon equipment of cogeneration 




Fig 3. 1 Workflow scheme in T3000 system 
 
  
Fig 3. 2 Model of cogeneration power plant in GateCycle 
 
To accurately model the real system, we need to arrange the equipment in 
sequence, correctly connect them and set the parameters of each component 
properly. The component-by-component approach makes it flexible for users to 
construct any type of model. The core concept of this method is as the following 
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sequence: setting the conditions such as ambient temperature and pressure firstly 
and then arrange the starting equipment which should be GT in the model in most 
of plant. Next the subsequent equipment, the inputs of which are the outputs of 
previous stage, should be added to the model. At first users could provide input 
data of subsequent stage instead of directly linking it with the previous equipment 
so that the constraints will be minimized. If there is nothing wrong with it, users 
can link them together and move to next component.  All the components can be 
modelled following the scheme of power plant by tuning these equipment one by 
one. The following subsections will show the modelling details step and step 
including the structure of model and the effective parameters which should be pay 
more attention to.  
 
3.2 System properties  
    The steam and gas properties need to follow a standard method for energy 
balance. IAPWS-IF is generally chosen as steam property method while NASA 
properties S.Grodon, B.J.McBride is chosen for gas property method. The 
ambient condition has great effects on the performance of power plant, which 
should be inserted to the whole model at first. These parameters definitely belong 
to OC. Table 3.1 provides necessary parameters and the value for our case study. 
Table 3. 1 Ambient conditions for design case 
Ambient temperature (℃) Ambient pressure (bar) Ambient Humidity (%) 




Since the fuel gas is the input of power plant and the properties of gas influence 
the consumption of fuel gas, the Lower heating value (LHV) and composition 
should be inserted to the model as system inputs, which could also be regarded as 
OC. For our case study, LHV is 45064 KJ/kg with the following fuel gas 
composition: 
Table 3. 2 Fuel gas composition for design case 
Compounds Vol.% Compounds Vol.% 
N2 1.294 C4H10-N 0.1983 
CO2 4.081 C4H10-I 0.2075 
CH4 87.363 C5H12-N 0.043 
C2H6 5.627 C5H12-I 0.0731 
C3H8 1.031 C6H14-N 0.0812 
 
3.3 Gas Turbine 
According to T3000 system shown in Fig 3.3, we can see some details of gas 
turbine and information about ambient condition. There are three things should be 
concerned. First thing is that inlet guide vanes (IGV) controls the mass flow of 
inlet air at the entrance of compressor. Second one is that there is a filter before 
compressor which causes inlet pressure drop. The last one is that compressor has 
some leakage pipelines which can be divided into three parts for different 
functions. First part leaves compressor for cooling, some of which leaves at 9th 
stage and 13th stage, flowing through leakage pipeline, for cooling down the 
vanes of Turbine, while others of which leaves at 10th and 12th stage for cooling 
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down the blades of Turbine. Second part blows off at 5th and also 9th stage for 
emergency, so the valves of these pipelines are usually closed. Third part is 
discharged after the last stage, flowing to combustor for sealing. However, the 
engineers indicate that the mass flow of leakage is very small which can be 
ignored during modelling.  
In GateCycle, we also have Standard Gas Turbine (GT) equipment icon which 
includes compressor, combustor and turbine, to predict the performance of gas 
turbine engines. A gas turbine library, containing several engine models from 
different companies is provided for users to choose. However, the design 
parameters of each specific engine model are user editable so that the model can 
be tuned to match almost any gas turbine as closer as possible. To mimic our plant, 
we choose Siemens Energy SGT5-4000F SC (GTW 2009) and adjust other 
important parameters. Fig 3.4 shows the GT module in GateCycle. The inlet air 
and fuel are inputs of GT, the properties of which has been shown in section 3.2. 
Some other settings and parameters are given by Table 3.3.  For Firing Method 
Flag, 598.3 ℃ is goal of GT outlet temperature in the design case. Parameter 
Change in IGV angle is the most important tunable parameter to achieve this goal. 
Flow and pressure method is related to GT equipment. When the module changed, 
these two value will be changed at the same time. However, these two values 
could also be tuned as the aging of equipment. Inlet Pressure Loss indicates the 




Fig 3. 3 Gas turbine workflow in T3000 system 
 
 
Fig 3. 4 GT icon equipment in GateCycle 
. 
Table 3. 3 Settings of GT module 
Inputs Methods Value Unit Category 




Flow and pressure 
method 
Desired GT inlet flow 676.7205 kg/s EP 
Desired Turbine inlet nozzle 
area 
0.3374 m2 EP 
Change in IGV 
angle 
 10.8  TS 
Inlet Pressure Loss  10.8 mbar TS 
     
After the whole model is built, we analyse sensitivity of the parameter Desired 
Exhaust Temperature. When we changed the value of this parameter by 1%, in 
other words, this value is set to 592 ℃, the power output drop to 309.36MW. 








where P is power output, ∆𝑃 is the change of power output, T is GT exhaust 
temperature and ∆𝑇  is change of GT exhaust temperature. SAF>0 means that 
power output and GT exhaust temperature show changes in the same direction 






HRSG produces steam that can be used in a cogeneration process or used to 
drive a steam turbine. It generally consists of four major components: the 
economizer, evaporator, superheater and water preheater. The different 
components are put together to meet the operating requirements of the unit. As 
said in previous section, HRSGs are categorized into different types on the basis 
of their structures, pressure levels or the flow of exhaust gases. Based on the flow 
of exhaust gases, HRSGs are categorized into vertical and horizontal types. In 
horizontal type HRSGs, exhaust gas flows horizontally over vertical tubes 
whereas in vertical type HRSGs, exhaust gas flow vertically over horizontal tubes. 
Based on pressure levels, HRSGs can be categorized into single pressure and 
multi pressure. Single pressure HRSGs have only one steam drum and steam is 
generated at single pressure level whereas multi pressure HRSGs employ two or 
more steam drums. 
As shown in Fig 3.5, HRSG of our plant is horizontal and multi pressure type. 
Specifically, our plant consists of three sections: a low pressure (LP) section, an 
intermediate pressure (IP/reheat) section and a high pressure (HP) section. Each 
section has an evaporator where water is converted to steam. These steam then 
passes through superheaters where the temperature of steam is raised over the 
saturation point. HP and IP sections also have several economizers, and the whole 





Fig 3. 5 HRSG overall workflow in T3000 system 
 
GateCycle also has an HRSG equipment icon, which is used to represent a 
general HRSG. However, each HRSG may have different equipment in detail 
such as the number of economizers, evaporators and superheaters. Thus, in our 
model, we choose to use a series of heat exchangers where heat can be transferred 
from gas to water or steam instead of the general HRSG icon. Fig3.6 shows the 
sequence of heat exchangers in power plant. The arrangement of equipment icons 




Fig 3. 6 HRSG exhaust gas system in T3000 system 
 
3.5 HP Superheater 
A superheater is a heat exchanger that extracts energy from hot gas stream and 
superheats the steam above the saturation temperature. In a typical heat recovery 
steam generator, a superheater consists of a series of finned or bare tubes through 
which steam passes and the hot gas flows outside of these tubes. Thus, a 
superheater has two inputs which are gas inlet and steam inlet, and two outputs 





Fig 3. 7 HP Superheater workflow in T3000 system 
 
    In T3000 system, we can see that HP superheater system can be divided into 
three parts, HP superheater3 (HPSHT3), HP superheater2 (HPSHT2), and HP 
superheater1 (HPSHT1), the temperature of which decrease in proper sequence. 
In other words, the steam coming from HP evaporator is superheated by HPSHT1, 
HPSHT2 and HPSHT3 in turn. Then some of the HPSHT3 outlet steam is 
extracted to be process steam, while the rest of it flows to HP steam turbine. From 
fig3.7 we can see that there are two attemperators located at the outlet of HPSHT2 
and HPSHT3 in case that the temperature of superheater excesses the limitation, 
which will be described in the following sections. At the beginning of modelling, 
we ignore these attemperators to simplify our mode and finally add them when 
the framework of the model is built. For HP superheater system, we need to tune 
the parameters one by one. The first one should be HPSHT3 since it is the first 
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heat exchanger that gas stream flows into. Fig 3.8 shows the connection between 
HPSHT3 module and GT. The inlet steam condition should be known and as 
inputs of this small system, which is the following: 
 Inlet steam pressure set as 121.6bar. 
 Inlet steam temperature set as 444. 9 ℃. 
 Inlet steam mass flow set as 67kg/s. 
 
Fig 3. 8 HPSHT3 icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
We put this condition into source icon (SRC) and other settings of HPSHT3 is 
shown in Table 3.4.  Configuration of a heat exchanger has great influence on the 
efficiency of heat transfer. To make sure the model approximate real system, we 
need to confirm the configuration of tubes, the options of which are shown in Fig 
3.9. Since the superheaters are essentially heat exchangers, the heat transfer 
coefficient and surface area are the most important parameters. However, we 
cannot obtain heat transfer coefficient no matter from manual or calculation. Thus, 
we set Desired Steam Outlet Temperature for modelling, which is tunable and 
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very important to model the heat transfer ability of superheaters. Surface Area and 
Configuration method could refers to system manual and experienced engineers. 
Cold Side Pressure Drop is similar to Inlet Pressure Loss which indicates the 
pressure loss when steam or water flowing through heat exchangers. This value is 
set for design case.  
Table 3. 4 Settings of HPSHT3 





 Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
550.7 ℃ TS 




Tube Row Total, Inner 
Flow Mixed, Outer 
Unmixed 
  EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 




           
Fig 3. 9 Possible configurations of tubes in heat exchange equipment 
 
Since Desired Steam Outlet Temperature is a very important parameter, we 
analyse sensitivity of this parameter to power output. When we changed the value 
of this parameter by nearly 10%, in other words, this value is set to 500 ℃, the 
power output is still 315. 69MW. Sensitivity coefficient should be nearly zero. 
That means this parameter will not influence output power directly, but has 
effects on heat change ability of superheater. Table 3.5 shows the change of gas 
enthalpy for different case. Thus, the value of this parameter should be chosen 
properly so that the model could be built more accurately. 
Table 3. 5 Changes of gas enthalpy  
Steam Outlet 
Temperature (℃) 
Gas Inlet Enthalpy 
(kJ/kg) 
Gas Outlet Enthalpy 
(kJ/kg) 
550.7  653.67 619.77 
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500  653.67 635.02 
 
The function of HPSHT2 and HPSHT1 are the same as HPSHT3, but some of 
the input values are different. Thus, the settings should be similar which are 
shown in Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3. 6 Settings of HPSHT2 and HPSHT1 








Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
511.5 ℃ 




1 Tube Row Total, 
Inner Flow Mixed, 
Outer Unmixed 
  
Cold side pressure 
drop 









Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
410.67 ℃ 




1 Tube Row Total, 




Outer Unmixed  
Cold side pressure 
drop 
 1.47 bar 
 
However, since reheaters and a duct burner are located before HPSHT2 and 
HPSHT1, which will absorb heat from exhausted gas, Reheater2 should be tuned 
before HPSHT2 while Reheater1 should be tuned before HPSHT1 as shown in 
Fig 3.10.  The tuning procedure of reheaters and duct burner will be explained in 
following sections. 
 
Fig 3. 10 HP superheater icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
3.6 Reheater 
    A reheater is also a heat exchanger that absorbs energy from a hot gas stream 
and transfers it to a steam stream. The reheaters are usually used to reheat the 
superheated steam exhausted from turbines or raise the temperature of steam from 
lower temperature system. Thus, in GateCycle, we use the same icon equipment 
as superheater to mimic reheater. A reheater also has two inputs which are gas 
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inlet and steam inlet, and two outputs which are gas outlet and steam outlet. Fig 
3.11 shows the details of reheater system from T3000. 
 
Fig 3. 11 Reheater workflow in T3000 system 
 
    In T3000 system, we can see that the reheater system inlet water comes from 
two sources. The one is from IP system and the other is from the outlet of HP 
steam turbine. There are also attemperators at the outlet of Reheater1 and 
Reheater2 for cooling. Since the attemperator at the outlet of Reheater2 is seldom 
used, we simplified the model by removing it in our model as shown in Fig 3.12 





Fig 3. 12 Reheaters icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
We should tune the parameters of RH2 firstly after tuning the HPSHT3 and 
before HPSHT2 as shown in Fig 3.13, while RH1 should be tuned after duct 
burner and before HPSHT1. Source 2 (SRC2) is the steam source coming from IP 
system. The inlet condition of RH2 is as follows: 
 Inlet steam pressure set as 27.5bar. 
 Inlet steam temperature set as 361 ℃. 
 Inlet steam mass flow set as 68.35 kg/s. 
 




The reasonable settings of these two reheaters are provided by Table 3.7. 
Combined with inlet condition inserted into SRC1 and SRC2, we will obtain both 
gas and steam prediction outputs which are shown in next chapter.  
Table 3. 7 Settings of Reheater 
Equipmen
t 










Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
550.1 ℃ TS 




Current, 1 Tube Row 
Total, Inner Flow 
Mixed, Outer 
Unmixed 
  EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 






method flag  
 Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
444.9 ℃ TS 




Current, 1 Tube Row 
Total, Inner Flow 
Mixed, Outer 






 0.67 bar TS 
 
 
3.7 HP Evaporator 
    An evaporator is a heat exchanger used to extract energy from a hot gas stream 
and transfer it to water to generate steam. In a typical HRSG, an evaporator also 
consists of a series of finned or bare tubes through which steam passes, around the 
outside of which passes the hot gas flow. Fig 3.14 shows the details of a HP 
evaporator from T3000 system. 
 




According to Fig 3.14, we can see that the inlet water from HP economizer flows 
into finned tubes where it is transformed into steam. Generally, the control system 
of power plant should maintain a constant water level in the drum of evaporator 
by forcing the feed pump to supply more water if the level starts to decrease, and 
vice versa.  
The GateCycle evaporator icon also has control logic to calculate the inlet 
water mass flow and send a 'demand flow signal' to upstream from its inlet water 
port. Important operating parameters of evaporator icon are the operating pressure 
of the evaporator, the blowdown fraction and the effectiveness of the heat 
exchanger (a ratio of the actual heat transfer in the evaporator to the maximum 
possible heat transfer).  Fig 3.15 shows the evaporator icon equipment. 
 
Fig 3. 15 Evaporator icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Source 1 (SRC1) is the water source coming from HP economizer system. The 
inlet condition is the following: 
 Inlet steam pressure set as 124.43bar. 
 Inlet steam temperature set as 325.41 ℃. 
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We insert the condition to source icon (SRC1) and the settings of HP evaporator 
are shown in Table 3.8. Effectiveness is a very critical parameter of this icon 
equipment because it affects the control logic and inlet mass flow. Thus, Desired 
Effectiveness is a tunable parameter in our model and we choose the value as 93% 
to match design data so that some other important internal parameters such as heat 
transfer coefficient are modelled as close as actual value. Surface area is the 
equipment parameter. Since the evaporate is the place where water is transferred 
to steam, Desired Operating Pressure is really important operating condition 
which decided boiling point. This value seldom changed in different case. The 
equipment also have blowdown stream at the bottom, but it could be ignored 
during modelling if the mass flow of blowdown stream is very small. 
 
Table 3. 8 Settings of HP evaporator 
Equipment Inputs Methods  Unit Category 
Evaporator method 
flag 
Desired Effectiveness 0.93  TS 





124.43 bar OC 
 
Similar to superheater, we analyse sensitivity of Desired Effectiveness to power 
output. When we changed the value of this parameter by nearly 10%, in other 
words, this value is set to 0.84, the power output is 314. 44MW, the relative error 
of which is 0.39%. That means this parameter will not influence output power 
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directly, but has effects on inlet water mass flow of evaporator. When the 
efficiency drop from 0.93 to 0.84, water inlet mass flow decrease from 64.55kg/s 
to 60.46kg/s.  According to sensitivity test, effectiveness is important for accuracy 
of the whole model because it determine the amount of the water system. Thus, 
the value of this parameter should be chosen properly for modelling more 
accurately. 
 
3.8 HP economizer 
An economizer is a heat exchanger used to extract energy from a hot gas stream 
and transfer it to a liquid water stream to heat, but not boil the water. We can also 
see the details of a HP economizer in T3000 system from Fig 3.6. Econonmizer6 
(ECON6) should be tuned firstly and then IP superheater (IPSHT). ECON5 
should be considered next, which is followed by ECON4. After tuning IP 
evaporator, IP economizer and LP superheater, the parameters of the rest three 
economizers can be modified.  
Fig 3.16 shows the arrangement of the six economizers which follows the real 
case. HPECON represents the economizer of HP system. Important operating 
parameters of economizers include the pressure drops of the water passing 
through the tubes and the exit temperatures of the water. Desired Water Outlet 
Temperature is a mainly tunable parameter and set by users for design case. The 
settings and category of these parameters are similar to superheater icon because 
they are both heating equipment without changing the phase of stream. Since the 
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tuning method is the same, we show all the settings of HPECON1 to HPECON6 
in Table 3.9. 
 
Fig 3. 16 HP Economizers icon equipment in GateCycle 
  
Table 3. 9 Settings of HPECONs 







325.41 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 16836 m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 







311.63 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 16836 m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 
 0.86 bar TS 







Surface Area 25253  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 







222.33 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 25253  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 







204.33 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 12627  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 







180.29 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 8418  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 




3.9 IP Superheater (IP SHT) 
    IP system consists of an IP superheater, an IP evaporator and an IP economizer 
according to Fig 3.17. As abovementioned structure, the outlet gas of HPECON6  
flows into IP superheaterm. Thus, IP superheater should be tuned after HPECON6 
as shown in Fig 3.18. Similarly, the function of IP superheater is the same as HP 
superheater, but the values of important parameters need to be changed which are 
shown in Table 3.10. The model prediction outputs of IP superheater are 
illustrated in the next section. 
 





Fig 3. 18 IPSHT icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 10 Settings of IP superheater 




Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
315.22 ℃ 




Tube Row Total, Inner 
Flow Mixed, Outer 
Unmixed 
  
Cold side pressure 
drop 
 0.95 bar 
 
3.10 IP evaporator 
    IP evaporator located at the exit of HPECON4 in T3000 system. The 
GateCycle model follows this structure as shown in Fig 3.19. Source 2 (SRC2) is 
the water source coming from IP economizer system. The inlet condition which is 
inserted to SRC2 is the following: 
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 Inlet steam pressure set as 28.51bar. 
 Inlet steam temperature set as 231℃. 
Similarly, the modelling method of IP evaporator should also be the same as HP 
evaporator, but the values of some important parameters are different which are 
shown in Table 3.11. 
 
Fig 3. 19 IP evaporator icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 11 Settings of IP evaporator in GateCycle 
Inputs Methods  Value  Unit 
Evaporator method flag  Desired Effectiveness 0.88  
Surface Area 37880 m2 
Pressure method flag  Desired Operating Pressure 28.51 bar 
 
3.11 IP economizer 
    IP evaporator is followed by the only one IP economizer as shown in Fig 3.20. 
The function of IP economizer is the same as HP economizers. The different 
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values of important parameters are given by Table 3.12 and the prediction outputs 
will be shown in next section.  
 
Fig 3. 20 IP economizer icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 12 Settings of IP economizer 
Inputs Methods  Value  Unit 
Economizer 
Modelling Method 
Desired water outlet 
temperature 
233.9 ℃ 
Surface Area 8418 m2 
Cold side pressure 
drop 
 0.08  bar 
3.12 LP Superheater 
    Fig 3.21 provides the details of LP system including LP superheater, LP 
evaporator and their connections in T3000 system.There is no economizers in LP 
system. The model arranged LP superheater icon equipment located at the exit of 





Fig 3. 21 LP system in T3000 
 
 
Fig 3. 22 LP superheater icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
The function of LP superheater should be the same as HP and IP superheater. The 
different values of important parameters are given by Table 3.13. Source 3 (SRC3) 
is the water source coming from LP system. For simulation, we insert the 
following inlet condition to the SRC3: 
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 Inlet steam pressure set as 4.97bar. 
 Inlet steam temperature set as 151.61 ℃. 
 Inlet steam mass flow set as 9.56kg/s. 
The predicted output data of LP superheater are shown in next section. 
 
Table 3. 13 Settings of LP superheater in GateCycle 




Desired Steam Outlet 
Temperature 
227.2 ℃ 




Tube Row Total, Inner Flow 
Mixed, Outer Unmixed 
  
Cold side pressure 
drop 
 0.65 bar 
 
3.13 LP evaporator 
    LP evaporator should follow the last HP economizer (HPECON1)as shown in 
Fig 3.23. The function and the methods of LP evaporator are the same as that of 





Fig 3. 23 LP evaporator icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 14 Settings of LP evaporator 
Inputs Methods  Value  Unit 
Evaporator method 
flag 
Desired Effectiveness 0.76  
Surface Area 29462 m2 
Pressure method flag Desired Operating Pressure 4.97 bar 
 
3.14 Condenser preheater 
    Condenser preheater (COND PHT) is the first stage to heat water from 
condenser. All three condenser preheaters follow LP evaporator and the exhausted 
gas of condenser preheater1(COND PHT1) will be discharged to atmosphere, 
which are shown in Fig 3.24.The function of COND PHT is similar to economizer. 
Thus, we use the economizer icon equipment to represent the condenser 
preheaters. The methods and parameter categories of condenser preheaters should 




Fig 3. 24 Condenser Preheaters icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 15 Settings of Condenser preheaters 








149.3 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 25253  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 








116.13 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 25253  m2 EP 
Cold side 
pressure drop 








68.9 ℃ TS 
Surface Area 8418 m2 EP 
Cold side   1.24  bar TS 
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pressure drop  
 
3.15 HP Steam Turbine 
A steam turbine is a device which extracts thermal energy from high 
temperature and pressure steam and uses it to do mechanical work on a rotating 
output shaft. Depending on different inlet steam pressure, steam turbines are 
classified to high pressure steam turbine (HPST), intermediate pressure steam 
turbine (IPST), and low pressure steam turbine (LPST). For a single shaft power 
system, the three steam turbines and gas turbine are connected by one single shaft 
to drive the same electrical generator, which improve thermodynamic efficiency. 
The details of HP steam turbine in T3000 system are shown in Fig 3.25. The 
outlet steam of HPSHT3 which is the last stage of HRSG flows to HPST directly. 
A cogeneration power plant is not only responsible to generate electricity, but 
also to supply steam for other customers. Specifically, some of the steam with 
highest pressure and temperature is extracted before they flow into HP steam 





Fig 3. 25 HP Steam turbine system in T3000 
 
 




    In GateCycle, the Steam Turbine (ST) icon equipment is able to model a 
section of a steam turbine or an entire turbine unit. It includes up to four 
uncontrolled extractions per section and can model full-arc throttling, partial-arc 
throttling, and sliding-pressure steam turbine control without requiring additional 
icons upstream of the ST inlet to represent the valves. The ST inputs and 
calculations are based on a section-by-section configuration of the steam turbine. 
This is directly in line with how a steam turbine manufacturer designs and 
assembles turbines. In this model, we use three ST equipment icons to represent 
HPST, IPST and LPST, respectively, and tune the parameters of the three icons in 
turn so that it approximate real plant as close as possible. Fig 3.27 shows the 
HPST and its connection with other equipment icons in our model. The outputs of 
HPSHT3 should be the inputs of HPST. Thus, there is no need to insert inlet 
condition. In our case study, we suppose the customer demand is 17.5kg/s and the 
rest superheated steam will flow into HPST to generate torque. The important 
parameters of HPST is set as shown in Table 3.16. Control valves are located 
before ST for regulating the pressure. The number of control valves is related to 
the module of ST which can refer to manual. Rotational speed depends on the 
desired generator frequency which should be operating condition. Isentropic 
Expansion Efficiency, Outlet Pressure and Control Valve Pressure drop are 
tunable parameters. The former two parameters determine the performance of ST 
which should be set for design case at first time. After running the model, the 




Fig 3. 27 HPST equipment icon in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 16 Settings of HP steam turbine 
Inputs Methods Value Unit Category 
Calculation 
mode 
Number of control valves 1  EP 









Control valve pressure 
drop 
0.02 (fraction) TS 
Outlet pressure 27.47 Bar TS 
 
3.16 IP Steam Turbine 
    Fig 3.28 shows the detail of IP steam turbine (IPST) in T3000 system. As can 
be seen, there are two stream flowing as inputs of IPST. The one is the exhausted 
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steam of HPST and the other comes from LP superheater. All the steam of IPST 
flows into LPST directly, so that the outlet condition of IPST cannot be measured. 
 
 
Fig 3. 28 IP steam turbine in T3000 system 
 
Fig 3.29 shows the IPST icon equipment in GateCycle and its connections with 
other equipment. The inlet steam of RH1 is the combination of the HPST 
exhausted steam and IPSHT outlet steam. Then, the steam is reheated by RH1 and 
RH2 to make the temperature higher enough and finally flows into IPST to 
generate torque. The effective parameters of IPST is the same as HPST which are 




Fig 3. 29 IPST icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 17 Settings of IP steam turbine 
Inputs Methods Value  Unit 
Calculation mode Number of control valves 0  
Rotational speed 3000  
Efficiency method Isentropic Expansion 
Efficiency 
0.9  
Inlet and outlet 
pressure setting 
Control valve pressure drop 0.02 (fraction) 
Outlet pressure 3.2 bar 
 
3.17 LP Steam Turbine 
    Fig 3.30 shows the details of LP steam turbine in T3000 system. The LPST 
inlet steam is the mixture of LP superheater outlet steam and exhausted steam of 
IPST. The mixed steam flows into LPST which is the last stage and combines 
with the outlet steam of IPST to generate torque. Following this structure, we add 
LPST module in the model as shown in Fig 3.31. However, even though the load 
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of LPST is the largest one of the three turbines, it still generate less mechanical 
energy than HPST and IPST. The parameters of LPST are similar to HPST and 
IPST which are given by Table 3.18. 
 
Fig 3. 30 LP steam turbine in T3000 system 
 
 




Table 3. 18 Settings of LP steam turbine 
Inputs Methods Value  Unit 
Calculation mode Number of control valves 0  
Rotational speed 3000  
Efficiency method Isentropic Expansion 
Efficiency 
0.7239  
Inlet and outlet 
pressure setting 
Control valve pressure drop 0.02 (fraction) 
Outlet pressure 0.073 bar 
 
To analyse the sensitivity of Isentropic Expansion Efficiency to power output, 
we changed the value of this parameter by nearly 10%. In other words, this value 
is set to 0.65. Since the entire power output consists of two parts, one of which is 
generated by GT and the other of which comes from STs, we should focus on the 
effects on generation of STs, because GT electric net power is seldom influenced 
by STs and the value is around 230MW under 315MW load. Table 3.19 shows the 
comparison of different Isentropic Expansion Efficiency. 
Table 3. 19 Comparison of Different Isentropic Expansion Efficiency 
Isentropic 
Efficiency 
Net power (MW) ST net power (MW) 
0.7239 315.76 87.36 
0.65 311.73 82.99 
 










where P is STs power output, ∆𝑃 is the change of STs power output, E is ST 
isentropic efficiency and ∆𝑇 is change of ST isentropic efficiency. SAF>0 means 
that there is a positive correlation between power output and GT exhaust 
temperature, and the value suggests that ST power output is  influenced by 
isentropic efficiency to some degree. According to sensitivity test, we found 
isentropic efficiency of ST is important for accuracy of the whole model because 




    Condenser is a device that uses cooling water to condense a fluid from its 
gaseous state or gaseous/liquid mixture state to liquid. Fig 3.32 shows the details 
of condenser in T3000 system. It is assumed that the outlet of the condenser is 
saturated liquid with the same pressure as the inlet flow. Generally, the condenser 
icon equipment in a GateCycle model is connected to the exit port of a low-




Fig 3. 32 Condenser in T3000 system 
 
 
Fig 3. 33 Condenser icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
    In GateCycle, the condenser equipment icon always determines its own inlet 
pressure (at port MAINST). Pressure-feedback calculations therefore will be 
triggered during GateCycle execution to adjust the settings on the equipment 
upstream of the condenser inlet port so that the incoming stream is at the correct 
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pressure. The internal pressure of condenser is usually set as negative pressure for 
cooling steam as shown in Table 3.20. Thus, Desired Exit Pressure is set by users 
for their own case. The features of cooling water such as temperature and pressure 
is also circumstance which should be regarded as operating condition. Cooling 
Water Inlet Flow is a tunable parameter. It is set for design case and model the 
performance of condenser. User Input Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient also 
indicates heat transfer ability of condenser but we cannot obtained this value from 
any reference. In this model, we free-design this parameter through experience. 
The value of above-mentioned important parameters are shown in the following 
table. 
Table 3. 20 Settings of Condenser 
Inputs Methods Value  Unit Category 
Condenser 
modelling method 
Desired Exit Pressure 0.073 bar TS 
Cooling water 
method flag 
Cooling Water Inlet Flow 6864.78 kg/s TS 
Cooling Water Inlet 
Pressure 
1.0342 bar OC 
Cooling Water Inlet 
Temperature 














Desired Exit Pressure is a very important parameter. Thus, we still need to 
analyse sensitivity of this parameter to power output. Since the value of this 
parameter is very small, we choose to double it, which is 0.15 bar. Then the 
power output dropped from 315. 76MW to 309.95MW.  The sensitivity 








where P is power output, ∆𝑃 is the change of power output, p is condenser exit 
pressure and ∆𝑝 is change of condenser exit pressure. SAF<0 means that there is a 
negative correlation between power output and GT exhaust temperature, which 
means the large the pressure of condenser is, the less power output is generated. 
Besides, even though SAF is very small, since the value of condenser exit 
pressure is smaller which is tend to be disturbed, the value of power output is still 
easily influenced by condenser to some degree.  
 
3.19 Pumps 
    A pump is a device that moves fluids (liquids or gases) or raises pressure of 
fluids by consuming energy to perform mechanical work. Pumps operate via 
many energy sources, including manual operation, electricity, engines, or wind 
power, come in many sizes, from microscopic for use in medical applications to 
large industrial pumps. The pumps are widely used in power plant. For example, 
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CEP pump is located at the exit of condenser to raise the pressure of water stream 
so that the condensed steam can reach reasonable pressure for water circulation. 
Fig3.32 and Fig 3.34 shows the CEP pump in T3000 system and GateCycle 
model, respectively.  
 
Fig 3. 34 CEP pump icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
There are still two other pumps playing an important role in this plant. The one is 
DA pump (DA PMP) at the exit of deaerator and the other is feedwater pump at 
the inlet of HRSG. The feedwater pump is a special type which has multiple 
stages so that the fluids can be raised to different pressure and extracted from 




Fig 3. 35 Feed-water pumps in T3000 system 
 
However, there is no such kind of pump icon equipment in this platform. The 
pump equipment icon is single inlet and single outlet. Thus, for modelling multi-
exit pumps, we need to use several pumps with different outlet pressure. In our 
case, we use three pumps (HP PMP, IP PMP and CPH PMP) to mimic the 
feedwater pump so that fluids can satisfy pressure requirement of HP, IP and CPH 
system as shown in Fig 3.36. The important operating parameters are the 
isentropic efficiency of the pump and the outlet pressure. They are both set 
parameters to fit the curve of pumps.  The settings of the above-mentioned five 




Fig 3. 36 Feedwater pumps icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
Table 3. 21 Settings of Pumps 
Equipment Inputs Methods Value Unit Category 




26.58 bar TS 
Efficiency method Input 
efficiency 
0.72  TS 




26.58 bar TS 
Efficiency method Input 
efficiency 
0.72  TS 
HP PMP 
 




176.39 bar TS 
Efficiency method Input 
efficiency 
0.74  TS 
IP PMP Pump exit pressure Pump Exit 52.29 bar TS 
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method  Pressure 
Efficiency method Input 
efficiency 
0.74  TS 




38.44 bar TS 
Efficiency method Input 
efficiency 
0.74  TS 
 
3.20 Deaerator (DEAER) 
A deaerator is a device that is widely used for the removal of oxygen and other 
dissolved gases from the feedwater, because dissolved oxygen in boiler feed-
water will cause serious corrosion damage in steam systems by attaching to the 
walls of metal piping and other metallic equipment and forming rust. The basic 
principle of deaerator is that heat from the inlet steam is used to deaerate the 
incoming feedwater. Specifically, the deaerator accomplishes this by bringing the 
boiler feed water up to saturation conditions at the current operating condition. 
Fig 3.37 shows the details of deaerator in T3000 system and its connection with 




Fig 3. 37 Deaerator in T3000 system 
 
In GateCycle, the Deaerator (DEAER) equipment icon models the performance 
of a deaerator. The key operating parameters are the deaerator control method, the 
vent flow method and the desired operating pressure of the deaerator. Since the 
plant implement constant operation in practice, we choose Constant P Operation 
method and input the value of pressure, which is basic operation condition. Vent 
mass flow rate is a tunable parameter. This value should be zero most of time. It 
has less effects on the performance of the whole plant but this parameter could be 
used to realize calculation convergence by fine adjustment.  
Actually, deaerator and the relative equipment such as makeup water and 
general heat exchanger should be regard as a complete deaerator system because 
makeup icon cannot work only by itself and other equipment cannot be tuned 
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accurately without simulation of the whole system. Fig 3.38 shows the deaerator 
system in GateCycle model. 
 
Fig 3. 38 DEAER icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
The Makeup icons in GateCycle add water or steam to the system to make up 
for steam extraction. This equipment icon differs from water or steam source icon 
because the outlet flow of a Makeup icon is calculated following mass balance 
principle during GateCycle execution by using data from other equipment icons. 
Thus, the Makeup icon can only work when the system is in circulation and the 
parameter Outlet flow of makeup water is a SAP which will be regulated as 
simulation proceeding. Outlet Pressure and Outlet Temperature are the properties 
of make-up water similar to ambient conditions.  
The General Heat Exchanger (HEATX) icon is used to represent a general heat 
exchanger unit where heat can be transferred between any two GateCycle streams: 
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gas-gas, gas-water, water-steam, etc. The important operating parameters of a 
general HEATX icon equipment includes the pressure drops on both sides of the 
unit and the exit temperatures of the streams. Similar to superheater, Desired 
Cold-Side Outlet Temperature is task setting. However, we don’t have any 
information about surface area and heat transfer coefficient for modelling. So 
Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient is estimated depends on experience (FDP). The 
settings of these three components of the deaerator system are shown in Table 
3.22. 
 
Table 3. 22 Settings of Deaerator system 
Equipmen
t 
Inputs Methods Value  Unit Categor
y 
Deaerator DA method Constant P 
Operation: demand 
pegging steam 





2.35 bar OC 
Vent 
method 
Desired vent mass 
flow rate 





Control main steam 
flow 








Outlet flow  17.471 kg/s SAP 
Outlet Pressure  5 bar OC 


















3.21 Pipes (PIPE) 
    There must be pressure loss or temperature drop existing when stream flows 
from one equipment to another through pipes. The PIPE icon equipment in 
GateCycle could introduce this loss into the model. To simplify the model, when 
the pipe is not very long, the loss could be ignored. In our case study, we 
considered two main energy loss cases. The one is deaerator outlet stream flowing 
to condenser preheater (PIPE1) as shown in Fig 3.39 and the other is HP 





Fig 3. 39 PIPE icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
In the design mode, the dimensions of the PIPE equipment will be calculated. The 
most important operating parameters therefore include the pressure drops of the 
stream passing through the PIPE equipment icon or detailed geometry information 
and the specified energy change, which are shown in Table 3.23. Desired 
pressure change is set for design case. In our study case, the temperature loss is 
less than 0.5% in the pipe which we can ignored.  
Table 3. 23 Settings of pipes 

















    In T3000 system, we can see several valves for shutdown, bypassing some 
equipment or changing pressure of stream. GateCycle also has the Valve icon 
equipment to realize the pressure drop situation. Since there is a large pressure 
drop when water flows into HP, IP and LP system which cannot be ignored, we 
use the valve icons as shown in Fig 3.40. 
 
Fig 3. 40 Valves icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
The important operating parameters are the pressure drop of the stream passing 
through the Valve icons and the specified energy change. Optionally, the exit 
pressure of a Valve equipment icon can be set for modelling and the inlet pressure 
can be controlled using Valve inputs. The settings of three valves which located at 
the entrance of HP, IP and LP system are shown in Table 3.24. 
Table 3. 24 Settings of Valves 
Equipment Inputs Methods Value  Unit Category 
V1 Inlet pressure Accept incoming   TS 
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4.97 bar TS 










126.69 bar TS 
 
3.23 Attemperator 
    As discussed in previous section, the Attemperator icon models the 
performance of a two-stream mixer where the flow rate of the control inlet stream 
is varied to satisfy the requirements of main stream outlet condition. GateCycle 
model has the Attemperator icon equipment which can also automatically controls 
the flow rate into its control port. A typical application of the Attemperator icon is 
to model the performance of a desuperheater to moderate the steam temperature 
which is the output of a superheater. In our case, there are two points where we 
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need to reduce steam temperature by using Attemperator. The one is the exit of 
HPSHT2 and the other is outlet of RHT1 as shown in Fig 3.41. 
 
Fig 3. 41 Attemperator icon equipment in GateCycle 
 
The key operating parameters of Attemperator icon are the method and value used 
to determine the thermodynamic conditions of the outlet steam/water stream and 
the pressure drop. Desired Outlet Temperature is a tunable parameter which is set 
to calculate the mass flow of cooling water flowing through Attemperators. 
Pressure control method could be chosen for different condition but most of time 
we ignore the pressure loss.  The settings of the two Attemperators are shown in 
Table 3.25. 
Table 3. 25 Settings of Attemperators 








444.9 ℃ TS 











365.1 ℃ TS 
Pressure control 
method 
No Pressure loss   TS 
 
In this section, the modelling platform and the component-by-component 
approach is introduced. We take our model as an example to illustrate the 
important parameters of each component, the effects of these parameters and 
proper settings.   Next section will show the model predictions such as pressure, 




Model predictions under design mode 
To validate the modelling method, we constructed a model, the configuration 
and settings has been shown in last section. Since the modelling procedure 
follows the component-by-component method, once a new component is added to 
the model and the parameters are set, we run the model to obtain the model 
predictions and compared them with available design data to make sure the 
parameters are chosen properly. This chapter provided all the model predictions 
for each power plant equipment. 
 
4.1 Model predictions of GT     
Running the model with one single equipment GT, the predicted output data 
and other internal parameters are shown in Table 4.1. Compared to design data, 
model predictions have achieved to mimic designed performance and some other 
unmeasurable parameters such as net electric power are provided which is helpful 
to calculate the contributions of GT and ST separately. According to experience, 
the compressor pressure ratio is really close to real case. Since we cannot collect 
enough design data, in the next section, we will validate the model in off-design 
case by using commissioning data.  
Table 4. 1 Model predictions of GT 
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Parameters  Model Prediction Unit 
Inlet Air Mass Flow 567.1624  kg/s 
Inlet Air Pressure 1.013  bar 
Inlet Air Temperature 32 ℃ 
Fuel Inlet Mass Flow 13.4781  kg/s 
Fuel Inlet Pressure 27.243  bar 
Fuel Inlet Temperature 15 ℃ 
Exhaust Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.6405  kg/s 
Exhaust Gas Outlet Pressure 1.013  bar 
Exhaust Gas Outlet Temperature 598.2918  ℃ 
Net Electric Power 228.3543 MW 
Efficiency 37.6  % 
Compressor Pressure Ratio 15.3778  
 
4.2 Model predictions of HRSG     
The superheater, reheater, evaporator, economizer and condenser preheater is 
essentially heat exchanger. The built model is able to predict both the gas and 
water (steam) outlet temperature, pressure and mass flow at the same time. Thus, 
Table 4.2 provides the simulation results of all these icon equipment of HRSG. 
Compared to design data, the model predicted steam outlet temperature is very 
close to desired value. Some other unmeasurable but very important parameters 
such as heat transfer coefficient is calculated in this process which is helpful to 





Table 4. 2 Model predictions of HRSG 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 598.3288 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Temperature 569.9746 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 66.959 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Pressure 121.66 bar 
Steam Inlet Temperature 444.9  ℃ 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 66.959 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Pressure 121.17 bar 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 122.96 bar 
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Steam Outlet Pressure 121.66 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 528.2681 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 508.1623 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 410.67 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 124.43 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 122.96 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 490.0991 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 450.9864 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 327.4636 ℃ 






Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
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IPSHT Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 28.51 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 27.56 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 327.5178 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 322.2684 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 231.0498 ℃ 






Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 9.5575 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 9.5575 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 4.97 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 4.32 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 228.1245 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 225.5669 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 151.6096 ℃ 




Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 







Steam Outlet Mass Flow 68.3521 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 26.8 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 26.35 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 569.9746 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 528.2681 ℃ 
Steam Intlet Temperature 365.0998 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 63.8042 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 63.8042 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 27.47 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 26.8 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 580.5361 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 580.5361 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 63.8042 ℃ 
Steam Outlet Temperature 63.8042 ℃ 









Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 124.43 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 124.43 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 450.9864 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 336.2447 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 325.41 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 28.51 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 27.56 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 327.5178 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 322.2684 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 231.0498 ℃ 
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Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 9.5655 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 9.5655 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 4.97 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 4.97 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 194.3347 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 161.8953 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 149.5576 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 125.29 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 124.43 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 336.2447 ℃ 
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Gas Outlet Temperature 327.5178 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 311.6301 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 126.15 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 125.29 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 322.2684 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 313.1067 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 295.53 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 127.06 bar 
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Steam Outlet Pressure 126.15 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 313.1067 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 277.049 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 222.32 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 127.96 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 127.06 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 225.5669 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 217.2776 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 204.33 ℃ 






Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 





Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 128.83 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 127.96 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 217.2776 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 206.4295 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 180.29 ℃ 





Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 129.69 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 128.83 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 206.4295 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 194.3347 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 153.0143 ℃ 




Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 







Steam Outlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 59.29 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 57.21 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 236.595 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 228.1245 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 150.0192 ℃ 









Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 24.1 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 22.86 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 161.8953 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 136.3733 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 116.13 ℃ 
Steam Outlet Temperature 149.3 ℃ 










Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 25.34 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 24.1 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 136.3733 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 100.3668 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 68.9 ℃ 









Gas Inlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 580.5361 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Steam Outlet Mass Flow 112.0516 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 1.0328 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 26.58 bar 
Steam Outlet Pressure 25.34 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 100.3668 ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 89.8574 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 55.0605 ℃ 
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Steam Outlet Temperature 68.9 ℃ 
 
4.3 Model predictions of steam turbine   
A typical steam turbine usually has only one inlet stream and one outlet stream. 
Some steam may be extracted from intermediate stage for cooling but the mass 
flow is very small which can be ignored in most of time. Since a steam turbine is 
a device to transfer thermal energy from steam to mechanical work, the 
temperature and pressure of outlet steam should drop a lot. The model is able to 
provide the pressure, temperature and enthalpy information of outlet stream. 
Table 4.3 provides model predictions of HPST, IPST and LPST.  Compared to 
design data, the model predicted temperature, pressure even enthalpy are very 
closed to desired value.    
 
Table 4. 3 Model predictions of steam turbines 






Steam Inlet Mass Flow 49.488 kg/s 
Main Outlet Mass Flow 49.488 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Pressure 121.17 bar 
Main Outlet Pressure 27.47 bar 
Steam Inlet Temperature 550.6999 ℃ 
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Steam Inlet Mass Flow 68.3521 kg/s 
Main Outlet Mass Flow 68.3521 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Pressure 26.35 bar 
Main Outlet Pressure 3.2 bar 
Steam Inlet Temperature 550.1 ℃ 




Steam Inlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Main Outlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Pressure 3.2 bar 
Main Outlet Pressure 0.073 bar 
Steam Inlet Temperature 265.3547 ℃ 
Main Outlet Temperature 39.7845 ℃ 
 
4.4 Model predictions of condenser  
The condenser is essentially a heat exchanger which use cold sea water to cool 
the LPST outlet steam, but we are not concerned about the outlet condition of 
cooling water. We focus on whether the performance of outlet water of condenser 
satisfies the requirements. Thus, we consider that a typical steam turbine also has 
only one inlet stream and one outlet stream. The temperature of outlet steam drops 
a lot and pressure should maintain original state. Table 4.4 provides the model 
predicted pressure, temperature and mass flow information of condenser main 
outlet stream as well as cooling water. Compared to design data, the model 
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predicted temperature and pressure are very close to desired value. 
 
 
Table 4. 4 Model predictions of Condenser  
Parameters  Model Prediction Unit 
Main Steam Inlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Main Exit Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Cooling Water Inlet Mass Flow 6864.7798 kg/s 
Cooling Water Exit Mass Flow 6864.7798 kg/s 
Main Steam Inlet Pressure 0.073 bar 
Main Exit Pressure 0.073 bar 
Cooling Water Inlet Pressure 1.0342 bar 
Cooling Water Exit Pressure 1.0342 bar 
Main Steam Inlet Temperature 39.7845 ℃ 
Main Exit Temperature 39.7845 ℃ 
Cooling Water Inlet Temperature 31.59 ℃ 
Cooling Water Exit Temperature 38.0112 ℃ 
 
4.5 Model predictions of pumps 
The pumps are used to increase the pressure of stream. The temperature of 
stream will raise up slightly at the same time. A typical pump has only one inlet 
stream and one outlet stream. Table 4.5 shows the model predicted pressure, 
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temperature and mass flow information of these pumps. Compared to design data, 
the model predicted pressure could satisfy the requirement of system. 
 
 
Table 4. 5 Model predictions of Pumps 







Main Inlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Control Valve Outlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Main Inlet Pressure 0.073 bar 
Control Valve Outlet Pressure 26.58 bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 39.7845 ℃ 






Main Inlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Control Valve Outlet Mass Flow 77.9096 kg/s 
Main Inlet Pressure 0.073 bar 
Control Valve Outlet Pressure 26.58 bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 39.7845 ℃ 




Main Inlet Mass Flow 66.959 kg/s 
Control Valve Outlet Mass Flow 66.959 kg/s 





Control Valve Outlet Pressure 176.39 bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 149.3 ℃ 





Main Inlet Mass Flow 18.8641 kg/s 
Control Valve Outlet Mass Flow 18.8641 kg/s 
Main Inlet Pressure 22.86 bar 
Control Valve Outlet Pressure 59.29 bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 149.3 ℃ 





Main Inlet Mass Flow 10.218 kg/s 
Control Valve Outlet Mass Flow 10.218 kg/s 
Main Inlet Pressure 22.86 bar 
Control Valve Outlet Pressure 38.44 bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 149.3 ℃ 
Control Valve Outlet Temperature 149.6076 ℃ 
 
 
4.6 Model predictions of deaerator system 
The deaerator system includes deaerator, make up water and heat exchanger. A 
deaerator icon has two water inlet, one of which is from make-up water and the 
other is from feedwater system, and one steam inlet. The mass flow of water from 
feedwater system can be controlled by users but this value seldom influences the 
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generated electric power and overall efficiency. The steam inlet mass flow is 
calculated by model to maintain the temperature of deaerator so that the 
performance of deaerator is satisfied. A deaerator icon has two outlet which are 
vent flow and main feedwater outlet. The vent mass flow is always not so much 
but this parameter affects the convergence of the whole system. The temperature 
and pressure of main outlet stream will be predicted by the model.  
The make-up water icon is to supply water to maintain mass balance of the 
whole system. The pressure and temperature condition of make-up water should 
be provided by users and the mass flow can be predicted by the model. For the 
heat exchanger, the built model is able to predict both the cold side water and hot 
side water outlet temperature at the same time. Thus, Table 4.6 provides the 
simulation results of all these icon equipment of deaerator system. Compared to 
design data, the model predicted make-up water mass flow and outlet temperature 
of heat exchanger are closed to desired value.  
 Table 4. 6 Model predictions of Deaerator system 









Main Steam Inlet Mass Flow 0.008 kg/s 
Main Boiler Feed Water Inlet Mass Flow 17.471 kg/s 
Main Boiler Feed Water Outlet Mass Flow 23.924 kg/s 
Vent Steam Outlet Mass Flow 0 kg/s 
Second Auxiliary Inlet Mass Flow 6.445 kg/s 





Main Boiler Feed Water Inlet Pressure 5 bar 
Main Boiler Feed Water Outlet Pressure 2.35 bar 
Vent Steam Outlet Pressure 2.35 bar 
Second Auxiliary Inlet Pressure 22.86 bar 
Main Steam Inlet Temperature 151.6096 ℃ 
Main Boiler Feed Water Inlet Temperature 116.1 ℃ 
Main Boiler Feed Water Outlet 
Temperature 
125.3866 ℃ 
Vent Steam Outlet Temperature 125.3866 ℃ 






Hot Inlet Mass Flow 23.924 kg/s 
Hot Outlet Mass Flow 23.924 kg/s 
Cold Inlet Mass Flow 17.471 kg/s 
Cold Outlet Mass Flow 17.471 kg/s 
Hot Inlet Pressure 2.35 bar 
Hot Outlet Pressure 2.35 bar 
Cold Inlet Pressure 5 bar 
Cold Outlet Pressure 5 bar 
Hot Inlet Temperature 125.3866 ℃ 
Hot Outlet Temperature 62.1331 ℃ 
Cold Inlet Temperature 30 ℃ 





Outlet Mass Flow 17.471 kg/s 
Outlet Pressure 5 bar 
Outlet Temperature 30 ℃ 
 
4.7 Model predictions of pipes 
The pipes are used to decrease the pressure of stream. A typical pipe has only 
one inlet stream and one outlet stream. Table 4.7 shows the model predicted 
pressure, temperature and mass flow information of the two arranged pipes. 
Compared to design data, the model predicted pressure could satisfy the 
requirements of system. 
 
 
Table 4. 7 Model predictions of Pipes 





Inlet Mass Flow 23.924 kg/s 
Outlet Mass Flow 23.924 kg/s 
Inlet Pressure 45.369  bar 
Outlet Pressure 45.369  bar 
Inlet Temperature 62.4595 ℃ 




Inlet Mass Flow 49.488 kg/s 
Outlet Mass Flow 49.488 kg/s 
Inlet Pressure 121.17  bar 
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PIPE2 Outlet Pressure 118.17  bar 
Inlet Temperature 550.6999 ℃ 
Outlet Temperature 549.5104 ℃ 
 
4.8 Model predictions of valves 
The valves are also used to decrease the pressure of stream at the entrance of 
some component. A typical valve has only one inlet stream and one outlet stream. 
Table 4.8 shows the model predicted pressure, temperature and mass flow 
information of these arranged valves. Compared to design data, the model 
predicted pressure could satisfy the requirement of system. 
Table 4. 8 Model predictions of Valves 






Inlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Outlet Mass Flow 14.3162 kg/s 
Inlet Pressure 57.21 bar 
Outlet Pressure 28.51 bar 
Inlet Temperature 233.9 ℃ 





Inlet Mass Flow 9.5655 kg/s 
Outlet Mass Flow 9.5655 kg/s 
Inlet Pressure 22.86 bar 
Outlet Pressure 4.97 bar 
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Inlet Temperature 149.3 ℃ 






Inlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Outlet Mass Flow 64.4096 kg/s 
Inlet Pressure 176.39 bar 
Outlet Pressure 129.69 bar 
Inlet Temperature 152.3292 ℃ 
Outlet Temperature 153.0143 ℃ 
 
4.9 Model predictions of attemperators 
The attemperators are also used to decrease the temperature of steam at the exit 
of some component. A typical attemperator has two inlet stream which are main 
steam inlet and controlled cooling water inlet, and one outlet stream. The mass 
flow of cooling water is predicted to control the temperature of steam. Table 4.9 
shows the model predicted pressure, temperature and mass flow information of 
the two inputs and one output of attemperators. Compared to design data, the 
model predicted temperature of steam and mass flow of cooling water could 
satisfy the requirements of system. 
Table 4. 9 Model predictions of Attemperators 
Equipment Parameters  Model Prediction Unit 
 
 
Main Inlet Mass Flow 63.836   kg/s 








Control Inlet Mass Flow 2.5268 kg/s 
Main Inlet Pressure 121.66   bar 
Main Outlet Pressure 121.66 bar 
Control Inlet Pressure 176.39  bar 
Main Inlet Temperature 479.8  ℃ 
Main Outlet Temperature 444.8993 ℃ 








Gas Inlet Mass Flow 63.0258  kg/s 
Gas Outlet Mass Flow 67.5184 kg/s 
Steam Inlet Mass Flow 4.4926 kg/s 
Gas Inlet Pressure 26.8   bar 
Gas Outlet Pressure 26.8 bar 
Steam Inlet Pressure 59.29 bar 
Gas Inlet Temperature 444.9   ℃ 
Gas Outlet Temperature 365.0966 ℃ 
Steam Inlet Temperature 150.0192 ℃ 
 
In this chapter, we provided the model predictions of each component of power 
plant under design mode. The design data has been compared to the model 
predictions and the relative errors between model predictions and design data are 
very small, which is not shown in this thesis for confidential reason. In the next 
section, we will validate the model in off-design case by using commissioning 




Results and discussions 
Once the entire model has been built using design specifications, the 
configuration, physical size and properties of each equipment icon are fixed. The 
model could be switched to off-design mode to predict the power plant 
performance for other working conditions. However, first the accuracy of the 
model should be validated using commissioning data, which is collected when the 
plant was started for the very first time. An accurate model is reliable and 
convenient to predict the plant performance under different loads, calculate its 
overall efficiency, determine which part would have a higher impact on efficiency 
improvement, and monitor the whole plant system. 
 
5.1 Model validation with commissioning data 
    Once a design case has been created for an equipment icon, this case can be 
referenced by the same icon running in off-design mode in another case. In off-
design case, no new equipment icons can be dragged into the model, and most of 
the parameters of these equipment icons cannot be modified. We simulate the 
model at 90% of full load under off-design case and use the commissioning data 
to validate the model. The ambient and fuel gas conditions are shown in Table 5.1. 
Another important parameter of fuel gas is LHV, which affects the demand of fuel. 
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In this case, LHV is 43850 kJ/kg and the amount of extraction steam sold to other 
customers is 18.15kg/s. 
Table 5. 1 Off-design case system input parameters 
Parameters Inlet air Fuel gas 
Pressure(bar) 1.0083 27.24 
Temperature(°C) 31.82 41.65 
Humidity (%) 66.16 - 
 
Under the same ambient conditions and fuel properties, the model predictions 
are compared with plant measurements to do validation. What we are concerned 
about most are the system inputs and outputs, because they influence the overall 
efficiency. Specifically, the relative errors of fuel mass flow, the make-up water 
mass flow, the temperature and pressure of process steam and net power between 
model predictions and commissioning data should be less than 3%. If this goal is 
achieved, we can conclude that the model is accurate in the aspect of input-output 
relationship. The inputs and outputs could be used to calculate the overall 
efficiency and bid for real time electric power price to make economic benefits. 
Then we also need to compare the outputs of each component with measurable 
data of plant. Even though the model is able to predict all state points, the 
collected commissioning data of power plant is not detailed enough. Hence, not 
all the predicted values are compared. If the relative errors between model 
predictions and plant measurements for more than 90% of the parameters are less 
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than 3%, the model is considered to be very accurate, and can be used for 
condition monitoring and fault diagnosis.  
Table 5.2 shows the comparison between measured commissioning data and 
corresponding model predictions. According to Table 5.2, it is obvious that not 
only the model inputs and outputs are very close to commissioning data, but also 
most of the relative errors between model predictions and measurement data are 
less than 3%. Thus, the accuracy of this modelling method is satisfied and the 
built model can be used for several applications, which will be explained in the 
next section.  
Table 5. 2 Comparison between plant commissioning data and model predictions under 90% load  












Main Boiler Feed Water 
Inlet Flow (kg/s) 
18.65 18.395 1.386 
Main Boiler Feed Water 
Inlet Temperature (°C) 
111.9858 112 -0.013 
Main Boiler Feed Water 
Outlet Temperature (°C) 
125.3866 125.8 -0.329 
Second Auxiliary Inlet 
Pressure (bar) 
22.2575 22.645 -1.711 
Second Auxiliary Inlet 
Temperature (°C) 





Flow (kg/s) 13.925 13.7038 1.614 
Pressure (bar) 27.243 27.243 0 







Inlet Air Pressure (bar) 1.0083 1.0083 0 
Inlet Air Temperature 
(°C) 
31.82 31.82 0 
Exhaust Gas Outlet 
Temperature (°C) 
598.3489 598.3 0.008 
Compressor Discharge 
Bleed Pressure (bar) 
15.602 15.65 -0.306 
Compressor Discharge 
Bleed Temperature (°C) 




Inlet Flow (kg/s) 49.5802 52.237 -5.086 
Inlet Pressure (bar) 121.6709 120.3 1.139 
Inlet Temperature (°C) 550.617 548 0.478 
Outlet Flow (kg/s) 49.5802 49.631 -0.102 
Make Up 
Water 
Flow (kg/s) 18.65 18.395 1.386 
Process 
Steam 
Flow (kg/s) 18.15  18.15 0 
Pressure (bar) 121.6709 120.3 1.139 
Temperature (°C) 550.617 548 0.478 




There is an exception in Table 5.2. We can see that the model-predicted HP steam 
turbine inlet flow is 3kg/s less than plant measurement, which means that HP 
steam turbine may have leakage to the following stage such as IP steam turbine or 
LP steam turbine. Thus, the detailed output report as shown above would be very 
useful in identifying faults, problems, and the performance of each equipment. 
The model is considered to be reliable since almost all predictions are very close 
to real data. Especially, the predicted fuel consumption, process steam and net 
power, which are the input and outputs of the whole plant, are nearly same as the 
measurements. Therefore, the calculated internal parameters of model such as 
physical size of equipment could be assumed as accurate data and the model can 
be applied to simulate other working conditions.   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
5.2 Plant performance prediction 
5.2.1 Ambient conditions and new settings under full load 
In practice, the plant sometimes operates under full load condition, which 
corresponds to around 360MW, during the daytime. The ambient conditions and 
some operation parameters under full load case are different from commissioning 
case and design case, which are shown in Table 5.3.  Original configuration and 
physical size has been conserved. The most important change is that IGV value 
increases from 9.2 to 10.8 compared with commissioning case, which means that 
the inlet air mass flow and fuel mass flow rise correspondingly. This change will 
finally lead to more electricity generation.  
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Table 5. 3 Daytime ambient conditions and settings of GateCycle model 
Parameters Description Value Unit 
Ambient Pressure 970.54 mbar 
Ambient Temperature 30.22 ℃ 
Ambient Relative Humidity 65.84 % 
Fuel Gas Lower Heating Value (LHV) 41.07 MJ/Nm³ 
Fuel Gas Pressure  27.24 bar 
Fuel Gas Temperature 41.65 ℃ 
GT Exhaust Temperature 599.61 ℃ 
GT IGV  10.8  
HP EVAP Desired Operating Pressure 127.32 bar 
IP EVAP Desired Operating Pressure 29.48 bar 
LP EVAP Desired Operating Pressure 3.55 bar 
HP FW Pressure(before valve) 184.68 bar 
IP FW Pressure(before ECON)  59.33 bar 
Water Mass Flow (from CPHT3 to DA)  24.36 kg/s 
Water Mass Flow (from CPHT3 to CPHT1) 0.076 kg/s 
CPH Pump Desired Exit Pressure 22.34 bar 
CEP  Pump Desired Exit Pressure 23.99 bar 
DA Pump Desired Exit Pressure 43.59 bar 
Make Up Water Outlet Pressure 17.27 bar 
Make Up Water Outlet Temperature 35.21 ℃ 
DA Desired Operating Pressure 1.52 bar 
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CON PHT TO DA Mass Flow 24.36 kg/s 
Duct Burner Outlet Temperature 532.59 ℃ 
 
5.2.2 Model predictions under full load condition 
Table 5.4 shows some important model predictions and the comparison 
between corresponding measurement data under full load. From Table 5.4, it is 
obvious that most of the relative errors between model predictions and 
measurement data are less than 4%, thereby verifying the accuracy of the 
developed model. Table 5.4 shows model predictions for these two cases.  
An exception is condenser outlet temperature. We analyse this situation and 
explain the reasons which could have led to this error. The first one is that the 
sensor of condenser outlet temperature is not accurate. It suggests that the meter 
should be calibrated during next overhauling. This situation may also be caused 
by the inlet temperature of HPST which also has been increased. But since the 
value of HPST inlet temperature which is similar to process steam temperature, is 
very large, the difference of 10 ℃ will not lead to large relative errors and can be 
acceptable. However, the HPST outlet steam will flows to LPST finally. Even if it 
lead to the condenser outlet temperature increasing 3 ℃, there is a significant 
distance between model predictions and measurements. Last but not least, since 
the net power is raised, there is no problem that HPST inlet temperature increased. 
However, in real case, the steam needs to drop to lower temperature to transfer 
more thermal energy to mechanical energy compared to model predictions. It 
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suggests that the efficiency of the steam turbine has deteriorated since the time it 
was commissioned, and some components need repairs.  
Table 5. 4 Comparisons between plant measurements and GateCycle model predictions under full 
load 










Net Power 362.7495 362.97 0.061 MW 
Process steam 
flow 
7.7717 7.82 0.622 kg/s 
Process steam 
pressure 
118.0055 116.21 -1.521 bar 
Process steam 
temperature 













133.2099 137.22 3.01 °C 
IP economizer 
inlet temperature 
134.2027 137.22 2.248 °C 
HP economizer1 
inlet temperature 




221.8051 228.12 2.847 °C 







RHT2 HP outlet 
temperature 




500.9554 483.31 -3.522 °C 
IP FW TO 
HRSG FLOW 
13.0526 13.57 3.964 kg/s 
HP FW TO 
HRSG FLOW 






441.9456 435.74 -1.405 °C 
Compressor 
outlet pressure 





118.0055 116.21 -1.522 bar 
IPST inlet 
pressure 






97.4684 97.04 -0.439 kg/s 






For electricity generation process on a daily basis, these model predictions can be 
very meaningful as they provide many unmeasurable but significant parameters, 
such as fuel gas mass flow, which can be used to calculate the efficiency of power 
plant.  
 
5.3 Efficiency calculation 
5.3.1 Overall efficiency 
    We use the constructed model to predict the inlet fuel flow which is use of 








                                     (5.1) 
where for a period of time, electricityE is the energy of electric production, heatE is the 
energy of steam production and fuelE is the energy of consumed fuel. For the 
commissioning case, the necessary variables for efficiency calculation are shown 
in Table 5.5. heatE  can be obtained from the process steam mass flow and enthalpy, 
while fuelE  can be calculated through fuel gas mass flow and LHV. 
Table 5. 5 Variables for plant efficiency calculation 
Net power (MW) 315.6 
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Process steam flow (kg/s) 18.15 
Process steam enthalpy (kJ/kg) 3481.57 
Fuel gas flow (kg/s) 13.92 
Fuel gas LHV (kJ/kg) 43850 
 
Thus, the overall efficiency of commissioning case is 








5.3.2 HRSG efficiency                     
    As shown in previous sections, HRSG is the most complicated part of thermal 
power plant and has the largest number of internal parameters, which are 
necessary for calculating effective thermal energy, and cannot be measured.  Thus 
the detailed model predictions are useful for calculating efficiency of HRSG. The 












                                          (5.2) 
where coldH is the sum of energy change in HP, IP and LP system and hotH





LPout LPin LP IPout IPin IP
HPout
co
HPin HP RHout RHin RH




     
    
                    (5.3) 
while hotH  can be calculated by 
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( .)Gasin Gasout Gashot h hH m                                   (5.4) 
where h is enthalpy, m is mass flow, in and out represents inlet and outlet of 
equipment, LP, IP, HP, RH, Gas represent LP system of HRSG, IP system of 
HRSG, HP system of HRSG, Reheater system of HRSG and exhausted gas, 
respectively. To calculate the HRSG efficiency in commissioning case, Table 5.6 
provides the necessary parameters. 
 Table 5. 6 Variables for HRSG efficiency calculation 
LP System Inlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 599.84 
LP System Outlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 2919.03 
LP System Steam Flow (kg/s) 10.09 
IP System Inlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 605.25 
IP System Outlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 3040.26 
IP System Steam Flow (kg/s) 14.33 
Reheater System Inlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 3146.93 
Reheater System Outlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 3573.87 
Reheater System Steam Flow (kg/s) 68.44 
HP System Inlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 624.46 
HP System Outlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 3481.57 
HP System Steam Flow (kg/s) 67.73 
Hot Gas Inlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 651.04 
Hot Gas Outlet Enthalpy (kJ/kg) 74.23 




Thus, the HRSG efficiency is calculated as follows, 
(2919.03 599.84) 10.09 (3040.26 605.25) 14.33
(3573.87 3146.93) 68.44 (3481.57 624.46) 67.73 280957.71,
coldh      
      
















    We can see that even though HRSG system is complex, the efficiency is very 
high in this part. So we should focus more on other subsystems to improve overall 
efficiency. For gas turbine, the efficiency is calculated directly through GateCycle 
model. In commissioning case, the value of GT efficiency is 37.41%. The 
efficiency of HP steam turbine, IP steam turbine and LP steam turbine are known 
parameters which are 69%, 90% and 72.39%, respectively. Thus, it is obvious that 
improving gas turbine efficiency is highly desirable to increase the efficiency of 
the whole plant.  
 
5.4 Condition monitoring 
    Since the model is able to predict all state points, when the operators compare 
the model predictions and real time measurements under the same working 
conditions, the model can be easily used for fault diagnosis, condition monitoring 
and maintenance prediction. For instance, we assume that there is something 
wrong with the last heat exchanger of HRSG (HPSHT3) when the produced net 
power is 315MW. In GateCycle model, we bypass the last heat exchanger in 
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HRSG to simulate the case that HPSHT3 breaks down. As shown in Fig 5.1, we 
change the calculation mode of HPSHT3 to Bypass. 
 
Fig 5. 1  Calculation mode of HPSHT3 in GateCycle 
 
The prediction results show that the HP Steam Turbine inlet temperature which is 
also the outlet temperature of HPSHT3 drop to 444.9 °C. It is much lower than 
normal value 550.617°C. Thus, if the real-time measurements of HPSHT3 steam 
outlet temperature is much lower than the normal predicted value, operators 
should be reminded that HP superheaters may have problems. 
 
5.5 Parameters analysis 
    The environment has significant influence on the power generation ability. If 
we identify how the electricity generation change with ambient condition change, 
we will make better electricity generation strategies. Firstly, we simulate the 
model under different temperature condition and other settings converse the same, 
the results of which are shown in Table 5.7.  
Table 5. 7 Net power of different ambient temperature 
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Temperature T=25°C T=32°C T=40°C 
Net power 327.65MW 315.36 MW 302.9MW 
 
We can see from this table that the net power will increase as the ambient 
temperature drops. Thus, the power generation ability will be improved on the 
rainy day. Next we analyse the effects of ambient pressure. The simulation results 
under different pressure condition are provided by Table 5.8. 
Table 5. 8 Net power of different ambient pressure 
Pressure P=0.98bar P=1.013bar P=1.05bar 
Net power 304.4MW 315.36 MW 327.59MW 
 
From the simulation results, we can conclude that the net power will drop as the 
ambient pressure drops and the electricity generation ability is sensitive to 
ambient pressure. Even though pressure changes 0.01bar, the net power will have 
larger fluctuation. Third, we analyse whether humidity of the air influence the 
power. The simulation results under different humidity condition are given by 
Table 5.9, which illustrates that humidity does not much affect the power 
generation. 
Table 5. 9 Net power of different air humidity 
Humidity H=0.6 H=0.85 H=0.9 




    Apart from ambient condition, some parameters of equipment may also have 
effects on the electricity generation ability. For example, in GT icon, there is a 
parameter called Inlet Pressure Loss. It is to mimic the situation that the pressure 
may drop down when the air flow into compressor. According to experience, this 
value is generally 10mbar. But if we extremely assume that there is no pressure 
drop, in other words, we set the value of Inlet Pressure Loss to zero, the net power 
will be improved from 315MW to 318MW. It suggest that if we clean the inlet 
filter of compressor to decrease the GT inlet pressure drop, the electricity 
generation ability as well as overall efficiency of power plant will be 
correspondingly increased. 
 
  In this section, we first proved the accuracy of the modelling method as well as 
the constructed model for our case study. Then this model was used to predict the 
plant performance under full load, and the model accuracy was confirmed. Next 
we introduced some other application of this model such as efficiency calculation 
of the whole plant or individual component, and condition monitoring. We also 
analysed how the parameters of equipment and ambient condition influence the 
performance of power plant. In the next chapter, we will conclude our 






6.1 Contributions to power system 
In this thesis, a modelling method based on thermodynamic principles is 
proposed. Following the modelling method, a comprehensive analytical model for 
a cogeneration power plant is built, which is able to accurately predict the 
performance of plant. The simulation results shows that the difference between 
plant measurements and model predictions is less than 3% for most parameters, 
which indicates that the modelling method is reliable and the model predictions 
are accurate, especially the inputs and outputs of the whole model.  
The model is meaningful since the outputs of each component could be 
predicted and a large number of unmeasurable data from this model could be 
obtained. Through comparing model predictions with real time data, this model 
can provide useful information and insights to the plant engineers, which can be 
effectively used for condition monitoring and predictive maintenance. If the real-
time output data of a certain equipment is much higher or lower than the predicted 
value, it suggests some problem with that equipment, and the plant operators can 
then further investigate and overhaul the equipment. 
The reliable model predicted system input and output data can be used to 
calculate the overall efficiency of power plant, which is helpful in the real-time 
power market to bid the price, dispatch load and develop suitable marketing 
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strategy, so that the power plant can make more economic benefits.  The model 
can also provide the information on the efficiency of individual components 
directly, such as the gas turbine, and this information can then be used to develop 
strategies to improve efficiency of that component. Besides, through multiple 
simulations, we investigated how the ambient conditions and other parameters 
influence the electricity generation ability. The improvement of efficiency will 
save the fuel consumption and finally make more benefits. 
 
6.2 Future work 
For future work, we will optimize the parameters of each equipment so that the 
individual equipment efficiency can be improved, which will finally lead to the 
overall plant efficiency improved furthest. Moreover, we have found that GT 
equipment has the largest space to be improved in terms of its efficiency. We will 
continue in-depth studies on GT system to find the impact factor of efficiency. If 
the GT efficiency can be improved even by 1%, the whole power plant system 
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